
US BRITS LOVE THE SEA...
...rain, hail or shine, we make our way to the coast in droves to enjoy  
windswept walks, the sound of the waves crashing on the rocks and  
the salty air on our skin.

At Hawthorn’s we’ve bottled that feeling in one perfect, citrussy, 
smooth, not-so-classic London Dry gin.

First crafted in 1942 by our own salty seadog Commander “Skip” 
Wallrock, who distilled botanicals collected during his tours  
of foreign seas. Skip would then share his “damn fine” drop,  
smuggling it on board for his battle-weary crew. 

Years later his grandson discovered the secret wartime recipe  
and recreated it. Just as Skip shared his creation with his crew,  
we want to share Hawthorn’s with you!

Welcome to Hawthorn’s,  
one sip and you’ll be all at sea. 

Don’t take our word for it, we’ve just won our 4th consecutive gold 

medal at the San Francisco World Spirits Competition, leaving the likes 

of The Botanist, Sipsmith, Prairie Organic, Boodles, Ford’s, Hendrick’s 

and Martin Miller’s in our wake. We think Skip would be proud. 

Cheers Skip!

“96 points” - Meridith May

“One for gin purists” - Susy Atkins 



SERVING UP HAWTHORN’S

We have collected 10 
botanicals from the far 
reaches of the world where 
Skip laid anchor, and 
combined them with 100% 
English wheat in a copper  
pot still to create Hawthorn’s.  

Zesty and bright, with spice 
and coriander up front,  
as well as a touch of pepper 
in the middle, which then 
makes way for a fresh, yet 
dry leafy juniper finish.

Tasting Notes

•   2oz Hawthorn’s Gin
•  premium tonic
•  bay leaf
•  sea salt

“I came across a fellow last year that enjoyed a snifter of gin even more than I did!” Skip, 1940

Mariner Bay G&T
Wet the rim of a tumbler glass and roll in sea salt, then add ice, Hawthorn’s and top with your favourite tonic. Garnish with a bay leaf. Then enjoy and savour the moment.

Hawthorn’s is smooth enough to be enjoyed neat, like Skip did. But it also makes a formidable G&T...

“An excellent evening with ‘lashings’ of booze. 

I am, of course, now completely broke and on 

casuals.” Skip, 1940

Rosemary Sour

•  1 1/2oz Hawthorn’s Gin

• 3/4oz lemon  juice

• 1/2oz rosemary syrup

• 1/2 egg white 

 

Shake all ingredients 

very well and strain into 

a tumbler filled with ice. 

Garnish with a sprig  

of rosemary. 

“Gibraltar’s port is not up to much now 

for anything in the way of a break of 

amusement. All the women have been 

evacuated.” Skip, 1940

Red to Red•  1oz Hawthorn’s Gin• 3/4oz lemon juice• 1/3oz raspberry syrup• 2/3oz ruby port  

Shake all the ingredients 
except port and strain into 
a rocks glass filled with 
crushed ice. Add the port 
to the top. Garnish with 
lemon and raspberries. 

Looking for ginspiration?For more about Hawthorn’s and cocktail recipes check out www.hawthornsgin.com

hawthornsgin.com      @hawthornsgin


